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Welcome to the
Diales Compendium
Diales is the Expert Witness brand of the global engineering and
construction consultancy, Driver Group.
Our experts are proven in their respected fields of quantum, delay,
and technical disciplines. Consistently delivering independent work of
the highest standards ensures their reputations and integrity as expert
witnesses.
All Diales experts are tried and tested with a minimum of 15 years’
experience. They have all been cross examined before a tribunal, or
have completed an accredited training programme.
Our experts understand their duties to the court and their clients.
They have access to highly skilled support teams to ensure rapid
evidence processing, regardless of volume and have access to over
500 experienced staff, allowing them to react quickly and effectively
anywhere in the world.
Our experts have been instructed by the highest ranked and
recognised law firms in the world, often on many successive matters
and are frequently appointed an early stage to work alongside the
client’s legal team throughout the matter.
As an aid to lawyers looking to appoint experts both the website
(www.Diales.com) and our App (available on the App Store and Google
Play). A lawyer, or their client, can use the filter options to view our
experts from the comfort of their office, train, boat or plane without
us being aware, to pre-select an expert that may be considered for an
assignment.
We hope you enjoy this selection of articles that have been published
in journals, including our own Driver Trett Digest, showcasing the
knowledge and expertise of some of our experts in an ever changing
world of an expert witness within the engineering and construction
industry.
Getting the right expert is an essential appointment. Wherever you
are in the world, no matter what sector or size of dispute, we have the
expertise.
Paul Battrick
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Times have changed:
the role of experts in
arbitration cases
PAUL BATTRICK - DIALES EXPERT LOOKS HOW THE ROLES OF EXPERTS HAVE CHANGED IN ARBITRATION CASES OVER TIME.

The ICC-FIDIC Conference on
International Construction Contracts
& Dispute Resolution took place in
Istanbul, Turkey on 29th and 30th
March 2016. Paul Battrick of Driver
Trett, a sponsor of the event, takes
a look back through the years of
progress that have been accomplished
in the world of dispute resolution and
the involvement of experts in his guest
column for the International Chamber
of Commerce (ICC).
I first had experience of an ICC
Arbitration in 1983 when I was asked to
support a claimant’s lawyers in respect
of quantum issues some three months
prior to the first hearing; the final
hearing was four years later.
It was a lengthy process to say
the least, partly envisaged by the
timetable that saw the Tribunal deal
with firstly legal/contractual issues,
then the merits, and finally quantum
with interim awards issued at each
stage prior to the final award post cost
submissions.
However, perhaps the prime cause
of delay was the naivety of two nominated Arbitrators, who were Engineers,
in selecting a sitting Judge as the
Chairman of the Tribunal.
Every time the Respondent saw a
difficult day at the hearings ahead, a
delay occurred. Whether it was the
unavailability of a witness, sickness of
a lawyer or whatever, the hearings were
postponed often until the next time the
Courts were in recess.
I suggest that every facet of the
dispute resolution world has matured
for the good since the 1980s, such that
costly events such as described above

would never happen today.
sion can be made by using quicker and
“In respect of third party neutrals,
less expensive routes to a resolution.
whether they be Mediators, Dispute
Experts too have their role in
Board members, Experts that provide
resolving disputes in a timely and cost
determinations or Arbitrators, the ICC
effective manner. An early sight of an
provides only those suitable for the
expert was in a trial in 17821 where the
task before them.”
Judge noted, “The opinion of scientific
In construction, the third party
men upon proven facts may be given
neutrals are well versed in the
by men of science within their own
non-legal issues that surround and
science.”
cause disputes; for instance, they
“Selection of the right expert at
have the ability
the right time can
to disseminate
assist the parties,
Selection of the right their lawyers and
the factual and
expert evidence
ultimately the
expert at the right
presented to
Tribunal reach the
time can assist the
them relative to
right decision in the
parties, their lawyers most cost effective
complex issues
concerning exten- and ultimately the
manner; something
sions of time.
the ICC and Courts
This knowledge Tribunal reach the
of England and Wales
and underare both striving to
right decision in the
standing, perhaps
achieve.”
most cost effective
a benefit of the
It was recognised
manner
large numbers
that the expert
of projects that
should be “a man
require some form of intervention
of science within their own science.”
to resolve disputes, can only lead to
Nothing should change to this day;
recommendations, determinations,
the expert must have expertise in the
awards or whatever, being closer to the
subject matter and should demonright decision.
strate professionalism, understanding,
The ICC is fortunate to have such an
clarity of thinking, flexibility, resilience
array of talent at its disposal to assist
and be a team player; the latter being
warring factions in concluding matters
of most benefit to the lawyers.
in a cost effective manner. Indeed,
The role of the expert could be
by offering such a wide range of
considered to be expanding by an early
methods to resolve disputes, the ICC is
appointment. In this respect, assisplaying its part in keeping the costs of
tance with and preparation of a case is
resolving disputes to a minimum. Only
considered to be another benefit to the
those disputes where the parties feel
cost effective management of a case.
that Arbitration is the best forum need
Such assistance is given, in real terms,
go to Arbitration, since the right deciwhen drafting the pleadings, reviewing

❝

❞

witness statements, when the lawyers
are preparing for cross-examination
and generally during the hearing. In
addition, the joint expert reports will
narrow the issues to be heard - all
saving time and costs.
The expert should not, however,
be treated as a hired gun. The expert
report must be an independent
product to be of assistance to the
Tribunal. It should be complete stating
both the facts and assumptions upon
which it is based, including detracting
facts. If there is insufficient relevant
data upon which to form an opinion, it
should be noted.
The lawyers that expect to appoint
an expert that is a hired gun are actually doing their clients a dis-service.
Cases have turned, and will turn, upon
the credible evidence of an expert;
for an expert to lose creditability in
the eyes of a Tribunal can only harm
a case and lead to wasted time and
costs. The latter being often dealt with
as a penalty within the Tribunal’s Cost
Award.
Times have certainly changed for
the better since 1983. There will always
be disputes - that is why there are
dispute resolution clauses in Contracts.
However, now there are opportunities
for the right decision to be reached in a
cost effective manner via a number of
dispute resolution options. ■
[1]

Foulkes and Chadd [1782] 3 DOUG.KB.157

Assessing time effects
of variations and
change in quantities
PHILIP ALLINGTON – DIALES EXPERT, SUMMARISES A TALK DELIVERED IN OCTOBER 2014 TO THE LIGHTHOUSE
CLUB CONFERENCE IN HONG KONG, WHICH CONSIDERED MANAGING CHANGE IN CONSTRUCTION.
The Nature of Change

■ Desired outcome - Whether the

Change affecting time in construction
contracts may be in several forms.
It commonly starts with changes in
the quantity of described work or
corrections to documents, bills, and
drawings; and commonly results in
effects on the contractor’s methods
and sequences, or the work and
sequences of others. There may be
change from imposed restrictions,
altered works sections and dates, or
from unexpected natural events. As
a matter of organisation the contract
should define the extent of work, the
authority to impose change, and the
process or remedy for dealing with
disturbance to the programme.

remedy is extension of time (EOT)
or the costs of prolongation, disruption, mitigation, and acceleration;
for example, different systems of
analysis are more or less applicable.
■ Availability of information Information required for systems of
analysis increases with complexity
(which may affect the ability to
complete the analysis).
■ Dispute Process - Different dispute
resolution processes have varying
requirements for time, depth, and
accuracy in analysis.
■ Appetite – As systems vary in
complexity they also vary in the
time and costs to complete them.
How far will you go?

Effects and Remedies
Programmes may be disturbed in one
of three ways.
■ Delay that results in overrun (where
it is critical delay).
■ Reduced working efficiency disruption.
■ Mitigation required to overcome the
disturbance - acceleration.
For the contractor, all three generally
result in additional cost as well as the
effects on timing. The costs may be
reimbursable if the disturbance can be
established as a recognisable default
by the employer. But, while contracts
neatly parcel up defaults and remedies,
the incremental nature of change on
site can be difficult to fully account for1.

Systems of Analysis
Many techniques have been developed
for analysing programme disturbance.
They differ in the focus of their output
and complexity in use. Their selection
may be considered relative to key criteria.
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Contracts
Contracts and commentaries tend to
focus on delay and EOT. They may set
out types of events and requirements
for the contractor to give notice of
likely, or actual, effects. There may
be a requirement to provide event
particulars - either complete or
ongoing – and on receipt, the contract
administrator will consider entitlement
to EOT and give a decision. For all of
this, timescales and systems may be
specified.
Contracts and commentaries
generally have less to say about
disruption, which may be no more
than an implied term whereby
the employer is not to hinder
the contractor’s progress of the
agreed works. The remedy tends to
be for settlement through the cost
clauses, either through adjustment
of the bill of quantities (BOQ) rates or
actual cost.

Advice on Methods of
Assessment
From the turn of the century, a
debate on systems of analysis has
raged, but it is noticeable that it
has been focused on the analysis of
EOT entitlement. Considerably less
has been said regarding disruption
analysis. This is an odd situation, since
many more contract variations will
have disruptive effects than lead to
critical delay. A prime reference is the
UK Society of Construction Law’s
(SCL) Delay and Disruption Protocol,

an advisory document published in
November 2002. The largest part of
the Protocol concerns EOT- oriented
delay, whereas only two pages relate to
disruption. As Bailey says2:
What, however, is signally absent
from the Protocol in relation to
disruption is the type of detailed
recommendations that the Protocol
offers in relation to delay. So, insofar
as delay is concerned, the Protocol
recommends that the Contractor be
required to submit to the Contract
Administrator a “properly prepared

❝ Diales is involved
in some of the
largest international
engineering and
construction disputes.
Our mission is to
be the first choice
for expert support
services to law firms
and companies in our
key sectors.❞
programme” which, if kept updated
during the course of a project, may
be used as a basis for assessing any
EOT applications that the Contractor
may make. In relation to disruption,
the Protocol makes no equivalent
recommendation. It simply entreats
contractors to keep adequate records
to demonstrate the existence of
disruption.
For disruption, the Protocol
describes work carried out less
efficiently, loss of rhythm, out of
sequence work, congestion, stacking,
etc. It entreats contractors to make
prompt notices and keep good records
to allow the contract administrator to
make assessments. Compensation
for disruption caused by variations
should be agreed as soon as possible
after completion of the variation –
suggesting a retrospective analytical
process.
For analysis, only the ‘Measured
Mile’ technique is highlighted; whereby
a period of relatively uninterrupted or
efficient progress is compared to an
interrupted and inefficient period and
tied to disruptive events.
The New Engineering Contract (NEC)
offers a different process and timing
under the umbrella of ‘Compensation
Events’3.
■ Clause 60.1.1 notes changes to the
Works information through instruction.
■ Clause 61.3 requires notification
regarding changes in prices or dates
and sets a time limit.
■ Clause 63.6 discusses the assessment of the effects of the notified
compen- sation events.
Kennedys4 advises that such
events include disruption and that

the contractor must show that issues
have a good chance of occurring.
Since, under NEC, assessment should
be based on the current programme
and earlier versions are disregarded,
the analysis of disruption must be
prospective (contrary to the scheme in
the SCL Protocol).
A final piece of advice is given by
Bailey2 as follows:
If, at the outset of a project, a
contractor were required to provide
an indication of its anticipated
productivity levels, and the basis upon
which it had calculated or estimated
those productivity levels, and if
during the course of the project the
contractor’s actual productivity levels
were then determined (to provide a
“measured mile”, of sorts), one would
expect the incident of disputes over
disruption to be reduced, as the
contractor’s productivity levels will be
monitored by itself and the contract
administrator throughout the course of
the project. This could be expected to
be a pro-active measure for managing
disruption issues, just as the Protocol
advocates the pro- active management
of delay issues.

Considerations affecting
assessment strategies
The high degree of certainty, assumed
by complex systems of programming
analysis, is often misplaced due
to uncertainty commonly found in
construction projects.
This applies to disruption through
variations as well as delay analysis.
Where change is through variations,
contracts point to valuation starting
with the bills of quantities. The prices
in the bills should include rates for
labour and equipment. However, Sims
and Powell- Smith5 note that ease of
change creates a lack of incentive to
make firm design decisions before
the work starts. This also relates to
an ethical issue, described by Judge
Thornton (after Uff QC)6, where
information gaps at tender stage lead
to delay, disruption, and a failure in risk
identification and allocation.
The apparent certainty of a bill of
quantities disguises the reality that
it is actually an approximation. But
that problem notwithstanding, the
first challenge is to ensure that the
programme explicitly relates to the
bill items. In the event of change, the

challenge is to be able to identify a
measureable difference between the
original and the varied programme.
Also, in making a claim for loss of
efficiency, one has to show that the
programme represented the optimum
and achievable efficiency, and that this
is reduced by the changes (Pickavance
2000).

Considerations in activity
planning and disruption
analysis
A construction project planner seeks to
define the work in terms of activities,
their interrelationships, and durations.
This may be through estimation
considering scope and influence of
several factors:
■ Quantity of work broken down to
work activities.
■ Production rates (and their reliability).
■ Resource/method practicality in the
project work situation.
■ Environment at the actual location.
■ Efficiency, motivation, and skill.
■ Constraints on the organisation,
methods, and working times.
■ Competence of planners at different
supply chain levels.
It is possible to compile
programmes on limited information;
for example, defining only activities and
relationships with assumed durations.
But this provides insufficient reference
for making disruption claims, which
rely on demonstration of productivity.
Similarly, for a claim for disruption the
records should match the plan, with
the addition of records to show the
cause of the variance in achievement.
Bar charts may be supplemented with
process information in, for example,
production S curves measuring effort

or achievement against time. As-built
bars may be treated in the same
way. Comparison of the planned and
as-built production information will
show achievement ahead or behind the
plan – the beginning of a disruption or
acceleration claim7.

Summary
Programme disturbance through
change and variation leads to disruption as well as delay. Debate and advice
has been limited by focus on EOT
entitlement analysis, while disruption
has been left behind despite its prevalence in life on site. Notwithstanding
uncertainties, construction project
planning should fully address process
and output as well as linear time
measurement. Records are important
and they should include evidence of
production achievement and events
affecting it. ■
1

Readers wanting to investigate this further may
consult Pickavance’s chapter on variation and
change including the section on constructive
change: Pickavance. K. (2000) Delay and Disruption
in Construction Contracts – second edition, Pub
LLP.
2
Bailey J (2014) The SCL Delay & Disruption
Protocol: A Retrospective Analysis. – paper for the
Construction Law International Conference, Kuala
Lumpur Sep 2014.
3
NEC3 Core Clauses April 2013 Section 6 –
Compensation Events.
4
Kennedys Law LLP (2014) – Construction
E-Update, NEC3: managing time and risk Jan 2013.
5
Sims J and Powell-Smith R (1988) Building
Contract Claims 2nd edition, Chapter 3, Variations
– Pub. BSP Professional Books.
6
His Honour Judge Thornton A (2003) Lessons in
Civility, article in Building Magazine 28 November
2003.
7
See also Schumacher L (2012) Loss of Labor
Productivity: Quantification Methods and Practical
Considerations. Arcadis’ Construction Claims Solutions Newsletter Spring 2012.

Delay experts –
a stark warning
DAVID WILEMAN – DELAY
EXPERT, DIALES ADDRESSES
THE RISK TO REPUTATION
FACED BY INEXPERIENCED
DELAY EXPERTS AND THE
WORRYING WORDING OF
ONE RECENT DECISION THAT
DEEMED THE ABSENCE OF
DELAY EXPERTS AS A BENEFIT
TO THE CASE.
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I have three questions for you:
1. Do you take expert instructions?
2. Are you a programming or delay
expert?
The third question will come soon
enough. If you answer yes to
questions one and two, then sit in a
darkened room, take a deep breath,
and turn to paragraph 77 of Mr Justice
Coulson’s decision in 2015 EWHC
3074 (TCC) - Van Oord UK Ltd Anor v
Allseas UK Ltd.
Equally, you should also read
the paragraph very carefully if you
instruct programming or delay
experts [hereafter referred to as delay
experts], as it is key to ensuring that
you do not unwisely spend significant
sums on said experts.
The merits of the case are unimportant for the purpose of this article,
save for the fact that the issues to be
determined were related to “disruption” and “prolongation” claims
between a principal contractor and its
employer; issues which have been the
staple diet of delay experts across the
world for many years.
I do not profess to have a detailed
understanding of the specific issues
at play, nor the level of data available
for analysis, or even the merits of the
dispute; although I understand that no
extension of time claim was raised.
Firstly, I note that the parties did
not instruct delay experts. For the
purposes of this article the reason
for this is irrelevant, and consequently it is clear that there were no
programming or delay experts for Mr
Justice Coulson to critique or make
complaint of. Secondly, which should
ring loud and clear in the ears of
delay experts, even though there were
none involved in the proceedings, are
the words of Mr Justice Coulson at
paragraph 77.
To quote the paragraph in its

entirety, for the benefit of those who
do not have a copy of the decision:
“There was no programming
evidence on either side. In my view
this was a welcome and entirely
sensible decision. All too often in
cases like this, each side relies on a
programming expert, but the reports
that these experts produce are
simply vehicles by which the parties
reargue the facts, rather than reports
focussed on programming differences. In this case, given that there
was no extension of time claim as
such, a programming expert on either
side would have simply added to the
costs and would have been of little or
no assistance.”

❝ It's plain and
simple; just act in the
manner expected of
an expert ❞
It may be that the issues at play
were that limited, and the facts generally agreed, therefore programming
evidence would have been wasteful.
However, when I read and re-read
paragraph 77 over and over again, I
can’t help feeling a little paranoid for
the delay experts as a body of professionals.
Therefore, my third question, the
one you have been waiting for, is:
Do you think delay experts as a
group, team, or brothers and sisters
in arms, have left Mr Justice Coulson
with an overriding impression that
the delay expert profession is doing a
good job?
I would suggest, from paragraph
77 of this decision, that my overriding
sneaking suspicion is that the answer
is no, no, and thrice no!
Forgive me if I am wrong but such

an impression, if that impression is
held, is unfortunate for both delay
experts, as a body of professionals,
and for the clients of delay experts.
What can be done to ensure that
Mr Justice Coulson and his peers
hold our profession in high esteem?
It’s plain and simple; just act in the
manner expected of an expert and
remember why you are there and who
you are providing evidence for the
benefit of.
The Civil Procedure Rules (CPR)
Part 35 for “Experts and Assessors”
states, at CPR35.3, that the overriding
duty of the expert is to the court and
that:
“(1) It is the duty of experts to
help the court on matters within their
expertise.
(2) This duty overrides any obligation to the person from whom experts
have received instructions or by whom
they are paid.”
The overriding duty of an expert
could not be clearer. As a body of
people, delay experts must not strive
to, but MUST achieve this goal and
provide evidence which helps the
courts in the decision making process.
The key words being, “…to help the
court…” with, “…matters within their
expertise…”
Clients, who ultimately foot the bill,
need to take note. Failure to appoint
an expert who will act in the manner
expected by CPR 35, and decision
makers (judges, arbitrators and
adjudicators) in general, may undermine claims which have merit simply
because the expert is not showing
that they are acting in accordance
with CPR 35.
It may seem like a good idea to
employ an expert who will toe the line
and prepare a report which wholeheartedly supports your case. It may
also seem like a good idea to employ

an expert who will not pick holes in
their client’s case, and provide that
client with a warm sense of confidence right up to the point at which
the expert' s report gets tested, be
that in expert meetings, responsive
documents, or at the time of the
hearing itself.
Unfortunately, it is at this very
moment, when there is little time to
address or recover from such blows,
that the holes start appearing and the
expert's ‘supportive’ report built on

foundations of moving sand starts to
crumble away.
Who does this benefit?
The client whose claims fall away
in front of them at a time too late in
the process to provide meaningful
responses?
The delay expert whose reputation
gets torn to shreds?
The judge who the expert, in
accordance with CPR 35, owes the
duty to?
The collective body of delay

experts, whose years of toil and graft
is potentially undermined?
There is the further issue of
appointing an appropriate expert.
Whilst this is not specifically stated
within paragraph 77 (as provided
above), difficulties arise when an
expert without the relevant experience
is instructed. Such experts may not
always see the problems and difficulties which a more experienced expert
would be able to deal with.
For the sake of delay experts as

a body of professionals and for any
claims going forward, all instructing
clients should ensure that any
expert instructed is firstly proven
and respected in their field. Also,
clients should ensure that the experts
being appointed are appropriately
experienced with a reputation for
integrity. ■

A funny thing happened
on the way to in the forum
DAVID WADDLE – DIALES
DELAY EXPERT ARGUES THE
PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAMME.
On 12 March 2014 there was a
significant birthday; the World Wide
Web (internet to you and me) was 25.
The event reminded me of how much
our daily lives have changed. 25 years
ago I remember seeing my first fax
machine on site, mobile phones often
came with a small suitcase attached
and green wax jackets were the 'must
have' apparel. Now here we are using
the internet to do things we never even
dreamt of back then. I regularly use
Google for research, type in the most
obscure question and somebody out
there will have an answer, not only
is that amazing but the answer will
appear on my screen in milliseconds.
The internet also gives me the
opportunity to interact with other
construction planners from all around
the world via various forums and chat
rooms. Some of the information is
both interesting and useful, however,
one has to remember to be careful
how one makes use of that information. For me it is interesting to read the
variety of opinions on a broad range of
subjects, one expert however came in
for some criticism. In the 2012 case,
Cleveland Bridge v Severfield-Rowen,
the judge noted that one of the experts
‘was reduced to seeking information
from an engineering "chat room" on
the Internet’ and had based some of
his views on what one participant had
said to another. The judge considered
this to be extraordinary, possibly in
part due to the fact that the welding
outputs which were being discussed
were taken from a petrochemical plant
in Malaysia rather than a multi-storey
building project in London. The result
was that the source of information and,
more significantly, the conclusions
derived from it were considered by the
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judge to be unreliable.
In a recent planning forum which
I followed, it was suggested that a
savvy contractor could manipulate the
programme so that all float disappeared leading to the question of
float ownership being taken away. By
manipulating the programme in this
way the float became hidden to the
exclusive benefit of the contractor. Also
by making all activities critical, any
employer change would guarantee the
contractor's entitlement to an extension of time.
Regular readers of the Digest may
recall David Bordoli's article covering
the subject of float (Digest, issue 5,
page 11). In this article David considered float and float ownership in more
detail. I won’t go back over the detail
of float and its definition, you will have
to read David's article for that, but I
will emphasise that it is important to
understand that float is not something
that is simply created. Float becomes
apparent following a set of calculations
known as a forward and backward
pass. These calculations take account
of several factors including activity
duration, logic paths, leads and lags,

ward pass calculations. Such manipulation must be short lived however
because the very first programme
update will automatically generate
float within the model, simply as an
effect of the rate of progress, unless
every activity progresses exactly to
plan. This is true of course but there
are several other factors involved.
Maybe one of the first is the format
of the programme. It will be difficult
to spot any manipulated changes in
a paper or PDF copy of a programme
which may not show the logic links and
perhaps consists of several thousand
activities.
A demonstration of this concept of
revising the programme was highlighted
in the 2005 case Great Eastern Hotel v
John Laing Construction. It was acknowledged that the construction manager
had revised the logic in the master
programme as it carried out some of its
monthly progress updates. The reasons
for the change remained unexplained
but the effect was that these changes
had caused the programme to behave in
a certain way when it was re-scheduled.
In reality this meant that a delay to
the programme was reported by the

❝ A truly savvy planner has a very effective role
to play within any project team. ❞
calendars, resources and constraints.
At the end of this process we are
left with a critical path (or paths)
and a calculation of float. You see, a
programme is in fact a mathematical
model of the project.
It is possible of course to manipulate the programme as suggested in
the forum in order to give the project
team whatever result it might want. A
planner could revise activity durations
or change programme logic in some
way to affect the way the programme
reacts during the forward and back-

construction manager to be several
weeks less than it actually was. The
consequential effect of this underreporting was that the employer then
lost any opportunity it might have had to
work with the construction manager to
mitigate the delays.
It seems that in all of this, the true
purpose of the programme is being
forgotten. It is meant to be used as
a management tool to assist the
project team in making decisions, from
ordering materials and resources,
to procuring suppliers and assisting

the design team to provide the right
information at the right time. The
programme, if properly prepared and
utilised, can do all of this. Treated in
the right way the programme can also
assist the project team in evaluating
the effect or potential effect of change
and allow the team to be just that: a
team. In Great Eastern it appears that
this opportunity was lost.
Collaborative working between all
of the members of the project team
should be standard practice and in
reality, on the majority of projects, it
is. Projects carried out with this type
of team spirit are generally successful
for all those who are involved in them.
The NEC3 ECC contract is an example
of one which goes a little bit further
than most in promoting collaborative
working. It even includes Clause 10.1
which states that the parties shall
act “in the spirit of mutual trust and
co-operation”.
Two key factors which form the
backbone of the NEC3 contract are
transparency and the programme.
A truly savvy planner has a very
effective role to play within any project
team. It is not about manipulating the
programme to provide the optimum
commercial position for the contractor.
It is about accurate reporting, the
recognition of change and the effect
of that change. It is not unusual for a
planner to record progress, mark up
the programme and provide a colourful
document to adorn the project office
wall. Nor is it unusual for the team
to report delay whilst in the next
sentence, state that the project will be
delivered on time.
The NEC3 contract requires that the
programme is updated on a regular
basis, usually every four weeks. It also
requires that compensation events
or potential compensation events are
notified as soon as the parties are
aware of them. Risk reduction meet-

ings are required where these events
are properly discussed and solutions
are considered. Ultimately the effect of
the compensation event is measured
based on the effect it has, if any, on
planned completion.
This whole process revolves around
the programme. For it to operate
successfully the programme must be
as accurate, and dynamic, as possible.
A manipulated programme would not
be fit for this purpose.
There is a requirement in the
contract for the programme to be
assessed by the project manager

and either accepted or rejected. The
assessment of compensation events
is based on the current accepted
programme. What we see on many
projects that are going through the
dispute resolution process is that
programmes have not been accepted
or, in many cases, rejected. Often the
project manager has in fact remained
silent. I am sure that there are many
reasons for this but I suspect that one
of the main reasons is that the project
manager does not understand the
programme and is perhaps nervous
of accepting a document which they

do not trust and which may benefit
the contractor in the assessment of
compensation events.
It is possible for the project manager
to seek specialist assistance if there is
any part of the programme he does not
understand (if you have a ‘friend’ who
might need some advice, we are here
to help ‘him’) but really the first port of
call must be the contractor’s planner.
The NEC3 contract is just one
specific contract but in reality the role
of the programme is the same on just
about any project. All of the parties
must have faith in it, not just in its

content but in its integrity.
The truly savvy planner and project
team (there is no i in planner) will never
manipulate the programme. It will
always be an honest and transparent
document, and in this way, good things
will come to those who operate it. ■
Driver Trett provides a short seminar which
discusses some of the ‘tricks and traps’ that can
be hidden in the programme. For more information
email info@drivertrett.com.

Fig. 1 – BMW
Sculpture 2016, F1,
Le Mans & Mille
Miglia cars

Goodwood Festival
of Speed Sculptures
HOOMAN BAGHI – DIALES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER,
EXPLORES THE ICONIC
SCULPTURES OF GOODWOOD
AND THE ENGINEERING AND
ARTISTIC HEROES WHO BRING
THEM TO LIFE EACH YEAR.
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The Goodwood Festival of Speed was
founded by Lord March in 1993, to
bring motor racing back to the historic
Goodwood circuit. Now with more
than 100,000 visitors per day, it has
become a huge outdoor motor show
and historic hill climb event that draws
automotive enthusiasts to the West
Sussex estate from all over the world.
Each year at the Festival of Speed,
a different manufacturer sponsors the
central display feature in front of Goodwood House. Since the millennium,
these sculptures have been conjured
up from the theatrical imagination of

the renowned sculptor Gerry Judah.
Gerry’s sculptures have become
remarkable and outstanding iconic
centrepieces in front of Goodwood
House. Since 2005, a new association with a team of talented designers
and engineers has allowed Gerry’s
sculptures to push the boundaries,
to become more imaginative, more
ambitious, and more spectacular.
Three of the designers and engineers
who formed the nucleus of that team,
and have been the sole members since
2012, are working with us at Driver
Group today.

This year’s sculpture was created
by Gerry and the team for BMW
[Fig. 1].
Back left, hangs an upside down
Brabham BT52 F1 car, designed for
the Brabham team by long time
Brabham designer Gordon Murray
for the 1983 season and powered by
the massively powerful BMW M12/13
turbocharged engine (producing
800bhp in qualifying trim). Front left,
and nearly vertical, hangs a BMW V12
LMR Le Mans prototype, which took
overall victory at the 1999 Le Mans 24
Hours. Finally, hanging perilously over

Fig. 4 Twisting arms for Lotus in 2012

Fig. 2 Moving cars for Honda in 2005

Fig. 3 Racetrack for
Audi in 2009

Fig. 5 Leaning slender
arrows for Porsche in
2013

[Fig. 6] Breathtaking
bridge over Goodwood
House for Mercedes-Benz
in 2014

Fig. 8 – Porscheplatz, Stuttgart, Germany

Fig. 9 – Audi Chanchun, China

Fig. 10 – KIA Sculpture – South Korea

the support for a collection of iconic
and, needless to say, priceless cars,
and erect them on the front lawn of
Goodwood House. The sculptures are
a perfect fusion of art and engineering,
constantly pushing the boundaries of
physics, engineering, and manufacturing whilst being practical and safe
focal points of a major public event.

Figs. 2-7 above, show previous spectacular sculptures that have thrilled
the crowds which flock to what has
become the world’s largest motoring
garden party.
After the 2013 event, Porsche
commissioned a similar spectacular
sculpture for the front of its corporate
headquarters at Porscheplatz, near

Fig. 12 – Design of single
ground bearing section of BMW sculpture

Fig. 13 – Fabrication

Goodwood House, is a classic BMW
328, 1938 class winner of the Mille
Miglia, and similar to the car that took
fifth overall and first in class in the
1939 Le Mans 24 Hours.
Credit must also go to metalwork
specialists, Littlehampton Welding.
Each year they collaborate with Gerry
and the team, to produce these breathtaking central sculptures that provide

Fig.11 – Smooth sinuous 3D curved arm in
fabrication

Fig. 15 – Erection 2

Fig. 7 Tall twisting DNA for Mazda in 2015

Stuttgart, Germany [Fig. 8]. Similarly,
some have commissioned entirely new
sculptures, as Audi did to celebrate 1
million cars made in China [Fig. 9], and as
KIA have done outside its plants in Seoul
and Gwangju, South Korea [Fig. 10].
Our design and engineering team’s
experience of working, firstly with
membrane structures for permanent
and temporary applications, and
thereafter developing those structural analysis techniques into steel
monocoque structures, has led to an
unrivalled understanding of structure,
materials, fabrication, and construction processes. They have developed
software to turn Gerry’s highly complex
ideas, shapes, and purity of form into
elegant structures; where the surface
you see is the structure. The sculptures are not made up of an external
cladding applied over an internal
structure. They are 98% hollow and
would float in a swimming pool.
Building information modelling
(BIM) is used between the geometry
generating model and analytical 3D
model. A hollow monocoque construction is a complex shape to analyse,
but ideally suited to finite element
and dynamic analysis. The developed
software allows for the fine tuning of
varying plate thicknesses to mirror
the load distribution in the structure.
However, none of this is visible from
the outside, where all you see is the
smooth, sinuous, double curvature,
three-dimensional shapes.
The BMW sculpture of three
interlocking crescents was constructed
in 12 pieces, using 77 tonnes of steel,
connected together at two critical and
vital junctions. Each crescent is made
of three steel plates welded together
to form a triangular spike, varying in
curve and dimension, with internal
baffles and triangular stiffeners. Due
to the large size of sculpture and
transport restrictions, the design had
to allow for fabrication in deliverable
pieces of absolute precise geometry,
so that all segments could be welded
back together accurately on site.
Existing ground restrictions in front of
Goodwood House meant a small base
grillage was designed to sit underneath
the sculpture’s narrow base-plate,
buried just below ground level, to
cater for lateral stability
in wind. ■

Realising BIM
savings in D&B
contracting
STUART MACDOUGALD-DENTON – DIALES EXPERT, LOOKS
AT THE PREDICTION THAT BIM USAGE WOULD INTRODUCE
COST SAVINGS TO DESIGN AND BUILD CONTRACTS; AND THE
APPLICATION METHODS AND REALITIES THAT NEED TO BE MET
TO ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN.

FIGURE 2

Approximate cost as % of project
Traditional D&B

BIM

Saving

Detailed Design Fees (Arch, SE & MEP post RIBA Stage 3)

5.0 – 6.0

4.0 – 4.5

1.0 – 1.5

Improved coordination, reduction in ambiguity, no clashes, less change, reduced rework

2.0 – 4.0

0.5

1.5 – 3.5

4.0

2.0

2.0

10.0 – 15.0

5.0 – 8.0

5.0 – 7.0

FIGURE 1

Contingency, quants risk, design development, claims and prolongation
MEP package costs
(risk, contingency, quants, coordination allowance, improved value engineering [VE])

4 – 6 weeks per year of programme

Programme Saving
Reduced waste due to design discipline, rationalisation and prefabrication
Total

FIGURE 3 MACLEAMY CURVE

Ability to impact cost and
functional capabilities

Cost of design changes
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13.5

1.5

15.0

10.0

5.0

51.0 – 59.0

35.0 – 38.5

16.0 – 20.5

In the early days, BIM evangelists
promised us savings (Fig. 1 above).
They said that the designing in BIM
would result in the design being
substantially complete earlier in
the project process
(Fig. 3 below).

Design effort/effect

Integrated design process

15.0

Source: Patrick MacLeamy, HOK (presentation)

But what happened?
Designs were produced in BIM, fully
detailed and all inclusive, but we
failed to recognise a key element of
design and build (D&B) contracting:
the subcontractor’s design. For
example, fully designing a curtain
walling installation ties us down to one
particular window system and means
specialist input is needed to design the
window sections, which will need to be
bought in. For mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing (MEP) systems; fully
designed ductwork, pipework and

cabling routes, sizes, and hierarchy of
installation leaves little for the MEP
subcontractor to work with and deliver
best value. Alternatively, if, like some,
you failed to tie your subcontractors
down properly in their subcontracts,
they may well have gone away and
value engineered their works without
regard for the impact that might have
on adjacent elements of work.
For example, Fig. 2 (top) shows part
of a tender MEP BIM overlaid with the
as-built MEP BIM model. The MEP
items in red are those that were in the
tender but have been deleted (8,376
in all), which have been replaced by
the green coloured items (7,183 in all);
and the yellow coloured items are ones
where the size or technical data has
been changed (12,204 in all).
The most obvious end result of all
these changes to the MEP systems was

FIGURE 4 UNPLANNED CONSEQUENCES (OVERLAID ON MACLEAMY CURVE)

FIGURE 6 TENDER ROUTE MAP FROM 2D CAD TO BIM

Design effort/effect
Design twice:

Architecture
2D Microstation

1. in the BIM model, and
2. on the subcontract drawings

Cost of design changes

MEP Eng.
2D AutoCAD

conversion to
3D Revit BIM

Delivery Architect
delivers detail in
3D Revit BIM
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Phases

C&S Eng.
3D Revit BIM

conversion to
3D Revit BIM
C&S Eng.
delivers detail in
3D Revit BIM

Subcontractor’s
designed portion
information in BIM

Delivery MEP
delivers detail in
3D Revit BIM

Subcontractor’s
designed portion
information in BIM

Traditional design process

Source: Patrick MacLeamy, HOK (presentation)

Integrated design process

Latest versions of each consultant’s independent BIM models uploaded weekly

FIGURE 5 DESIGN TASKS SHARE (OVERLAID ON MACLEAMY CURVE)
BIM MANAGER:

Design effort/effect

l Maps data into BimXtra
l Merges model files in NavisWorks
l Runs clash detection report
l Uses model for Buildability/VE review
Cost of design changes

Consultant's design

Merged file, clash detection report, and outcome from
Buildability/VE reviews issued to consultants to use as
‘x-ref’ for developing design

Subcontractor's design

From BIM, extract data-set to:
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Lead Consultant
co-ordinates responses/changes as a
result of clash detection report and VE
suggestions with other consultants

that holes that had been pre-formed
in walls, floors, and some beams had
to be partially or wholly sealed up and
new openings made. Some other,
less significant, modifications were
needed too. However, what the MEP
subcontractor had done was allowed
under his non-BIM aligned subcontract. So who picked up the costs? –
the main contractor. In reality, the work
distribution curve now looked like Fig.
4 (below):

So what’s the answer?
There is a significant amount of detailed
design work that can happen early,
but there are some items that need to
be left to the subcontract designers.
The work package, or work elements
where subcontract design is to be
allowed, needs to be clearly defined at
the outset, so the consultant designers

l Monitor the cost plan
l Manage project documentation
l Snag and commission
l Produce O&M manuals
l End user training and familiarisation

Traditional design process
Integrated design process

l Procure works packages

Source: Patrick MacLeamy, HOK (presentation)

(architects, structural engineers [SE],
MEP, etc.) don’t waste time on this
element of the design. The selected
items need to be easily substituted into
the BIM model, so that the architect, for
example, will simply design the curtain
walling as a thin rectangular box, occupying the position where the curtain
wall will sit. This should allow the
curtain walling abutment design and
details to be substantially completed
before the subcontract is let; with the
curtain walling designer swapping its
specific system design into the BIM
model, which meets the design intent
and performance specification. In
this way, we can hopefully get closer
to a work distribution curve like Fig. 5
(bottom right).
However, this means that the
product from subcontract designers
needs to be in BIM. This will also be

important if the D&B requirements
include the production of a BIM operation and maintenance (O&M) manual.
But not all subcontract designers
currently work in BIM, especially not
at the smaller end of contract values.
So a strategy needs to be adopted to
create a level tendering playing field.
Work package subcontracts will need
to be let on an ‘either/or’ basis. Either
the subcontractor prices for delivering
the design in BIM, or the subcontractor
prices for delivering the design in some
other format and the D&B contractor
has to add-on the cost of converting
this information into BIM to create a
like-for-like price.
Accordingly, with the right strategy
defined at the outset, each part of the
Works only gets designed once, by
the person best able to complete the
design and mitigate the risks; and an

all-inclusive price can be provided for
working in BIM and delivering a BIM
O&M manual. Ultimately, with the right
strategy, some of the promised project
savings can be realised, even if the
D&B tender arrives in 2D CAD. Fig. 6
(below) is the tender strategy that was
used to take a (mostly) 2D CAD, RIBA
Stage 4, £90 million tender forward
in BIM.
Despite the cost and delay incurred
converting the 2D CAD information into
BIM, the savings allowed a conservative £2 million (2.25%) reduction in the
tender and a further £4 million (4.5%)
realised by the end of construction.
Whilst this was still short of the 16-20%
saving mentioned at the start of this
article, I now believe we’ll get there,
with the right strategy, of course! ■

The Potato Case
JOHN MULLEN – PRINCIPAL, DIALES DISCUSSES THE RISK TO
AN EXPERT’S REPUTATION AND SOME EXAMPLES OF EXPERTS
WHO WERE TRULY NOTHING OF THE SORT!
In issue 5 of the Driver Trett Digest
- January 2014, I talked about the
importance of experts properly
understanding their role and duties
and correctly fulfilling them. I gave
some examples of judgments from
the England and Wales courts, where
judges had made very pointed and
public criticisms of certain experts.
Some of those judgments are not
for the squeamish; there is concern
among some practitioners that the
criticisms made have been unreasonable and unnecessarily direct and say
little, if anything, of the role of those
instructing the experts who got it so
wrong.
In contrast it can be of some
frustration, to those of us whose main
market is international arbitration,
that arbitral awards are private and
that some experts do not receive the
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censure that they deserve. It appears
that, in any event, many international
arbitrators are reluctant to comment
on the expert evidence provided to
them, with awards just focussing
on which evidence they prefer and
adopt. Perhaps it is considered that,
in the privacy of an arbitration, there
is no wider purpose to recording such
criticisms. Alternatively, perhaps the
tribunals are concerned that criticisms
of a party’s expert may be construed,
in some jurisdictions, as evidencing
bias against that party.
The frustration this causes is exacerbated by the poor quality and ‘hired
gun’ nature of much of the expert
evidence presented in international
arbitrations. Contrary to the impression one might gain from reading
certain Technology and Construction
Court (TCC) judgments, the UK can

be proud of the quality of much of the
expert evidence that its practitioners
provide around the world. When
reading some of the TCC judge’s more
damning comments on the experts
appearing before them, it is often
tempting to recall examples of similar,
or worse, testimony in international
arbitrations that passed without
published critical comment.
Under English law, the role and
duties of experts were set out 20 years
ago by Justice Cresswell in the Court
of Appeal in the Ikarian Reefer1. In the
courts of England and Wales, and in
Scotland, their Civil Procedure Rules
(CPR) set out the procedural requirements of expert evidence. Those CPRs
followed Lord Woolf’s reports of the
mid-1990s2, which criticised the unnecessary costs and lack of neutrality of
much expert evidence. Thus, in the
domestic markets the requirements
of experts are well developed and the
courts’ criticisms are made against

that background.
Internationally, few jurisdictions
have developed, through their legislature or precedents, such a detailed
framework for experts to work in.
However, this is not to say that experts
will not be suitably chastised where
appropriate. As with the England and
Wales judgments, some overseas
judgments can be similarly informative
as to the potential pitfalls for experts
and those instructing them. They also
might offer some light relief for those
suffering published criticism in the
UK, or frustrated at the lack of it in
international arbitration.
The world took an understandable

❝ Slapdash,
disappointing and
had a negative effect
on her credibility as a
witness❞

interest in the South African proceedings in the Oscar Pistorius trial. Whilst
there is disappointment in some
quarters at his original sentence, he
appears to have achieved that outcome
notwithstanding the quality of the
expert evidence adduced by his team.
Pistorius’ chief witness was a former
police officer, Mr Roger Dixon3, who
gave expert evidence on ballistics,
gunshot wounds, pathology, and blood
splatter. He was also involved in both
audio and visual tests. However, he
admitted to not being an expert in
any of these fields, but was actually
a forensic geologist. On the detail of
his investigations, he admitted to the
following failings:
■ He had not done his testing with
any light meters or equipment other
than his own vision.
■ He testified on a recording of gun
shots and a cricket bat striking a
door although he was not there when
the tests were conducted and knew
nothing about the sound equipment
used.
■ He “overlooked and omitted” Pistorius height when conducting the test,
which meant that his assistant, while
kneeling, was a good 20cm shorter
than Pistorius on his stumps.
■ Regarding fibres he claimed to
have found in a door that matched
Pistorius’ socks, he admitted that he
had only seen photographs of the
socks but had never examined them
or looked at the fibres concerned
under a microscope. Furthermore,

he never drafted a formal report on
his evidence, but made notes on his
computer, which he had given to the
defence.
A second expert relied upon by Pistorius, Mr Tom Wolmarans, gave evidence
on the noises made by gunshots and
cricket bats, but admitted that:
■ He was not an expert in any of these
fields.
■ In particular, he was not a ‘sound
expert’.
■ He had a hearing defect.
■ His gun jammed on first test.
■ He was unable to record rapid gun
fire.
■ The quality of his recordings were
affected by frog sounds in the
background.
■ He could not repeat the recordings,
as the door he had used had been
broken.
A third expert appeared for Pistorius in
relation to sentencing. Miss Annette
Vergeer was a social worker and
registered probation officer at the
Department of Correctional Services.
She gave testimony on the suitability of South African jails, warning
that Pistorius would be at risk from:
slippery floors; toilets and showers
with no hand rails; and having his
prosthetic leg taken away. However,
she admitted that her evidence was
based on statistics published nine
years previously. Her evidence was
contrasted with the evidence provided

in the Shrien Dewani4 case. There
the UK courts were so convinced
that South African prisons adhered
to international standards that they
extradited Dewani to South Africa for
trial. The Pistorius judge described
Miss Vergeer’s evidence as: “Slapdash,
disappointing and had a negative effect
on her credibility as a witness”.
Whilst the high profile nature of
the Pistorius case drew international
media attention to the poor nature
of some of its expert testimony, a
judgment of rather more significance
locally is that of the Supreme Court of
Appeal of South Africa in the recent
Potato case5. This involved a claim
against PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) for alleged negligent audit
services, in which the first respondent
relied for its ’entire case’ on the expert
testimony of a Mr David Collett.
Before assessing the expert’s
evidence, the court set out the
standards to be expected of expert
testimony. The judge started by
quoting from Justice Cresswell in the
Ikarian Reefer and noting how the principles therein echoed those set out in a
South African case Stock v Stock6.The
Canadian judgment of Justice Marie
St-Pierre in Widdrington7, was then
quoted from as “helpful” to the judge.
The South African court found that Mr
Collett’s evidence did not measure up
to those standards.
Mr Collett’s only practical audit
experience was when he was training,
22 years earlier. The detailed criticisms of his performance are lengthy,
but include describing some of his
opinions as “risible” and his approach
as, “pedantic, rigid and dogmatic”. The
criticisms cover most of the potential
errors that an expert witness might
make, but included:
■ Contradicting himself.
■ Seeking to avoid answering hypothetical questions.
■ Only reluctantly making concessions.
■ Mostly basing opinions on hearsay
evidence.
■ Acting as an advocate advancing his
client’s case.
■ Not giving evidence objectively, but
to justify the conclusions he had
formed.
■ Disregarding or discounting facts
inconsistent with his own theories or
conclusions.

❝ ...evidence, “did not
satisfy the tests for
admissibility as expert
evidence” and was, “of
little or no value in this
case❞
■ Lacking independence from his

client in that he:
➔ Undertook the original investigation leading to the claim.
➔ Was involved in the gathering of
evidence and pleaded formulation of the claim.
■ Giving evidence in areas where he
lacked expertise.
The judge concluded that, when tested
against the standards enunciated by
Justice Cresswell and Justice St-Pierre,
Mr Collett’s evidence, “did not satisfy
the tests for admissibility as expert
evidence” and was, “of little or no value
in this case”.
In conclusion, while experts
practicing in the UK courts may
feel aggrieved at their vulnerability
to public reproach for their efforts,
particularly where they also observe
what happens in other jurisdictions,
they might take some comfort from
those criticisms that are published in
other jurisdictions. Those judgments
provide a useful resource for those
acting as experts to understand the
pitfalls of the role. Similarly, those
instructing experts might consider how
it came to be that Messrs Dixon and
Collett were instructed in the first place
to roles for which they were wholly
unsuited. In the end, the real victim
of expert evidence that is held to be
‘of little or no value’ is the party whose
case suffers as a result. ■
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❝ The 2012
Gamification World
Congress was
attended by 150
people, this year’s
event will welcome
1,500.❞

Game of cranes?
MARK WHEELER – HEAD OF DIALES EXPLAINS AND EXPLORES THE POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF
‘GAMIFICATION’ TO THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
‘Gamification’, is the name of the game.
Apparently. It sounds like a made up
word to me, but then all words were
made up at some point. Put simply,
gamification involves turning a situation
into a game, in which the team, class,
or other group of people view the
tasks they are involved in in a different
context. The term 'Gamification' was
first coined in 2002, but this is certainly
not a new concept, and its origins can
be traced back to the 1970s.
This involves using game thinking
and game mechanics in a context
outside of a game. A number of
leading businesses are now using
these techniques to train staff and
improve performance, including
Microsoft, SAP, Unilever, IBM, and
the US military. These organisations
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have become convinced that training
and productivity can be significantly
enhanced by using a game based
approach. There are a growing number
of apps that employ the techniques,
to engage individuals in both learning
and improved performance. Interest in
these techniques is growing rapidly, the
2012 Gamification World Congress was
attended by 150 people, and the event
in 2015 welcomed over 1,500.
Using game methodology in a
business environment is not without
risk, and the consequences of turning
targets, for example, into simple reward
based structures may have unintended
consequences. E.g. motivating a group
of people on one particular metric
alone, sales perhaps, may mean that
they become fiercely competitive

with each other, rather than just in
the marketplace. The best results are
likely to flow from team based game
mechanics, where the complex interaction of a number of key performance
indicators interact to produce the right
overall result and one which matches
the corporate strategy. Theme based
games, such as Monopoly probably
have more business synergy than
simple abstract task games that are
targeted at specific areas of learning or
performance.
Can this gamification work in the
construction industry? It seems that
projects may be ideally suited to these
techniques. Most projects are a one-off
exercise in which a large number of
people need to learn to work together.
They will come from a wide range of

separate organisations with complex
and often competing commercial
targets. They will come from a wide
range of backgrounds and specialities.
They will need to work together, as a
team, to deliver the common goal of a
successful project delivered to a good
standard, on time, and to budget.
It does not take much imagination
to join up these issues with the flow of
information that exists in the project
controls philosophy, applied to most
major projects. The impact of their
efforts is already measured by complex
programming software, in BIM data
and project records. There are a wide
number of measurable parameters
in a project controls reporting matrix
that measure, and forecast, the various
key indicators for the project. What
is currently missing, is linking the
day to day actions of individuals to
show the impact of their actions on
the project outcomes. This might be
quite dull, unless game mechanics and
techniques are used to keep everyone
engaged throughout the project. A
number of software and app developers already apply these techniques
to a widening sphere of industries.
Perhaps the time has come to invent
‘Game of Cranes’.
Everybody on the project engages
in various tasks that contribute to
the overall output, but with their own
targets and roles focused on their skill
sets; with personal and team rewards
based on aiding others to deliver in
their roles. External factors, such as
weather, can never be controlled and
there will be no prizes for gloomily
predicting that “…winter is coming…”.
The way in which such problems are
mitigated would have a major impact
on project outcome and should also
be measureable. Perhaps gamification
techniques have a role in construction,
perhaps the wider project team can all
win together? ■
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